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Abstract. Convective clouds generate extreme rainfall
events and flash floods in small areas with both large spatial
and temporal variability. For this reason, the monitoring of
the total accumulated precipitation fields at the surface with
rain gauges and meteorological radars has both strengths and
weakness. Alternatively, a numerical cloud model may be
a useful tool to simulate convective precipitation for various
analyses and predictions. The main objective of this paper is
to show that the cloud-resolving model reproduces well the
accumulated convective precipitation obtained from the rain
gauge network data in the area with frequent split storms. We
perform comparisons between observations and model sam-
ples of the areal accumulated convective precipitation for a
15-year period over treated area. Twenty-seven convective
events have been selected. Statistical analyses reveal that
the model areal accumulated convective precipitation closely
match their observed values with a correlation coefficient of
0.80.

1 Introduction

Flash floods in small areas leading to huge material damage
and loss of life are mainly caused by convective precipitation.
The correct reproduction of both its spatial and temporal dis-
tribution contributes to the improvements on hydrological
analysis and predictions. Meteorologists have two main tools
to estimate convective precipitation at the ground: rain gauge
and meteorological radar data. Although rain gauges mea-
sure accumulated precipitation accurately, the spatial pattern
of convective precipitation is poorly represented due to the
limited resolution and spot-like coverage of the observational
network (Barnolas et al., 2010). Meteorological radars may
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be a better option in little basins or in regions where convec-
tion is important. However, radar data have important dis-
advantages because they are an indirect measure of rainfall
(Uijlenhoet and Pomeroy, 2001) and with worse results of
rainfall depth in a given location compared to rain gauge data
(Hunter, 1996; Young et al., 1999). Many studies, therefore,
have been realized to minimize radar errors (Chumchean et
al., 2006).

Various rainfall models are developed depending on the
availability of radar data and the rain gauge network spatial
resolution (Willems, 2001; Sayed et al., 2003). Despite that,
the best approach is to use various numerical cloud models
that are capable of simulating the accumulated convective
precipitation with a higher spatial and temporal resolution in-
dependently of availability of radar data and rain gauge net-
work density. This is important to predict and reconstruct the
accumulated convective precipitation fields as inputs to the
hydrological models (Droegemeier et al., 2000; Richard et
al., 2003; Gilmore et al., 2004b; Bongioannini Cerlini et al.,
2005). The improvement of model microphysics is essen-
tial because convective precipitation is very sensitive to the
uncertainties in cloud microphysics (Gilmore et al., 2004a,b;
Spiridonov andĆurić, 2005). The choice of a hydrometeor
size distribution is critical for the cloud model outputs (Ćurić
et al., 1998; Cohen and McCaul, 2006). There are studies
that use the meteorological models to simulate the convec-
tive precipitation over a large area as well as to compare the
modeled and observed datasets (e.g. Amengual et al., 2007).
Recently, comparison of the long-term samples of observed
and model areal accumulated convective precipitation from
isolated storms show the capability of the cloud-resolving
model to match observations in mountainous and flat land
areas (́Curić and Janc, 2011a).

The complex feature of the accumulated convective pre-
cipitation in a small area is affected by the storm cell struc-
ture. Some convective storms contain essentially only one
kind of cell. Others contain a mixture of ordinary cells and
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Fig. 1. Study area with rain gauge network.

supercells either simultaneously or at different times. How-
ever, convective storm splitting and subsequent split motion
affect the most complex spatial convective precipitation pat-
tern. Split right- and left-moving storms are cyclonic and
anticyclonic, respectively (Adlerman et al., 1999;Ćurić and
Janc, 2011b). Each split storm also contains one or more
cells and may split again (Ćurić et al., 2009). Split storms
are not mirror images of each other. Observational evidence
shows that the right-moving storms are favored in the en-
vironment characterized by clockwise-turning hodographs.
There are, however, the long-lived left-moving convective
storms within environments with the same wind shear con-
ditions (Grasso and Hilgendorf, 2001). The importance of
the storm splitting process is also recognized in urban ar-
eas (Niyogy et al., 2011). The knowledge of the spatial pat-
tern of convective precipitation herein is necessary due to the
drainage requirements. We must also emphasize that radar
data give a weak estimation of convective precipitation inten-
sity associated with the splitting processes. For this reason,
hydrometeorologists must find another effective tool to esti-
mate the convective precipitation in such a complex scenario.

Bearing the above considerations in mind, the main ob-
jective of this paper is to show whether the cloud-resolving
model can simulate well convective precipitation in an area
with frequent storm splitting episodes. We use a cloud-
resolving mesoscale model with substantially improved mi-
crophysics and initial conditions (Ćurić and Janc, 2011a)
to reproduce well the observed accumulated convective

precipitation in this area. We compared the modeled and
observed amounts of areal accumulated convective precipi-
tation by using a statistical analysis. Correct description of
the convective precipitation in space and time in this complex
case would be essential with regard to various meteorological
and hydrological predictions and analyses.

2 Study area and data

For the purpose of this study we select the area in the west
part of Serbia in which split storms occur frequently and may
cause flash floods. This area is situated at a northern lati-
tude between 43◦30′ N and 44◦16′ N and eastern longitude
between 20◦ and 21◦ E (Fig. 1). The most prominent region
of this mountainous area is the centrally located West Morava
river valley which is roughly oriented from northwest to
southeast. The valley floor is flat and very narrow, especially
in the middle. The southern valley side has higher mountains
with peak values over 1.5 km above the valley floor. This
valley is affected by convective events with flash floods that
are often produced by the NW air mass convective storms.
These storms were initialized frequently over the Zlatibor
plateau (west from the treated area) with a mean height of
approximatively 1 km m.s.l. in agreement withĆurić (1982)
andĆurić and Janc (1992).

The convective precipitation data were collected from the
rain gauge network presented in Fig. 1. The geographical
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Table 1. Geographic coordinates and altitudes of rain gauge stations in the study area.

rain gauge latitude longitude altitude rain gauge latitude longitude altitude
stations (m) stations (m)

Mionica 44◦15′ N 20◦05′ E 170 Grǔza 43◦53′ N 20◦47′ E 260
Koštuníci 44◦05′ N 20◦12′ E 580 Aďzine Livade 43◦54′ N 20◦53′ E 580
Pranjani 44◦01′ N 20◦13′ E 420 Kníc 43◦56′ N 20◦43′ E 320
Vukosavci 44◦15′ N 20◦31′ E 360 Ov̌car Banja 43◦54′ N 20◦12′ E 280
Natalinci 44◦15′ N 20◦48′ E 130 Čǎcak 43◦53′ N 20◦19′ E 250
Rǎca 44◦14′ N 20◦59′ E 270 Pǒzega 43◦50′ N 20◦02′ E 310
Ljig 44◦13′ N 20◦15′ E 150 Mojsinje 43◦53′ N 20◦29′ E 230
Štavice 44◦11′ N 20◦20′ E 225 Zakuta 43◦50′ N 20◦49′ E 300
DonjaŠatornja 44◦12′ N 20◦37′ E 320 Bumbarevo Brdo 43◦54′ N 20◦38′ E 350
Breždje 44◦11′ N 20◦03′ E 340 Godǎcica 43◦46′ N 20◦52′ E 295
Donje Jarǔsice 44◦11′ N 20◦52′ E 240 Arilje 43◦45′ N 20◦06′ E 350
Rudnik 44◦09′ N 20◦30′ E 635 Gǔca 43◦46′ N 20◦14′ E 360
Stragari 44◦09′ N 20◦40′ E 260 Kaona-Dragǎcevska 43◦43′ N 20◦25′ E 570
Ćumíc 44◦08′ N 20◦49′ E 365 Vrdila 43◦43′ N 20◦35′ E 245
Badnjevac 44◦08′ N 20◦59′ E 165 Kraljevo 43◦44′ N 20◦41′ E 219
Gornji Banjani 44◦06′ N 20◦16′ E 470 Vrba 43◦41′ N 20◦47′ E 190
Gornje Crnúce 44◦05′ N 20◦35′ E 600 Bjelǔsa 43◦36′ N 20◦01′ E 860
Pranjani 44◦01′ N 20◦13′ E 420 Katíci 43◦34′ N 20◦04′ E 1010
Divčibare 44◦07′ N 20◦00′ E 960 Ivanjica 43◦35′ N 20◦14′ E 465
Gornji Milanovac 44◦03′ N 20◦29′ E 365 Osonica 43◦36′ N 20◦19′ E 680
Topola 44◦15′ N 20◦42′ E 250 Kamenica 44◦01′ N 20◦09′ E 460
Bare 44◦03′ N 20◦42′ E 330 Gǒc 43◦33′ N 20◦51′ E 990
Kragujevac 44◦02′ N 20◦56′ E 190 Vitkovac 43◦47′ N 20◦48′ E 215
Gornja Dobrinja 43◦58′ N 20◦05′ E 530 Loboder 43◦44′ N 20◦57′ E 500
Gornja Gorevnica 43◦58′ N 20◦18′ E 340 Vrnjǎcka Banja 43◦37′ N 20◦54′ E 235
Gornja Trep̌ca 43◦57′ N 20◦29′ E 400 Brezovica 43◦34′ N 20◦59′ E 300
Vučkovica 43◦57′ N 20◦48′ E 335

coordinates of 53 rain gauges with their altitudes are also
presented in Table 1. For our analysis, we use the
daily-accumulated precipitation. We select samples from
27 convective precipitation events over a 15-year period
(1981–1995) in the treated area of approximately 6870 km2.
The analysis performed is based on the following criteria:
the convective precipitation has an intensity in excess of
2.5 mm h−1 and a duration of less than 2 h, which only con-
tributes to the daily accumulated precipitation. The event
is observed by at least half of the rain gauge stations in the
study area. The observations were performed after each con-
vection event. The mean convective precipitation per event
at rain gauges is presented in Table 2. The rain gauge net-
works have Hellmann rain gauges. The observations were
performed after each convection event. A few stations have
pluviographs.

3 Model description

The cloud-resolving mesoscale model which simulates the
convective storm is described in detail byĆurić et al. (2003,

2008). It represents a detailed portrait of the storm dynam-
ics with fully interactive hydrometeors. The model used nu-
merically integrates the time-dependent, nonhydrostatic and
fully compressible equations. The dependent variables of the
model are the Cartesian wind components; the perturbation
potential temperature and pressure; the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy; and the mixing ratios for water vapor, cloud water and
ice, rain, snow and hail (graupel). The model uses a general-
ized terrain-following coordinate with equal spacing inx and
y directions as well as in the vertical.

The model domain was 150 km× 85 km× 20 km with a
500 m grid spacing in the horizontal direction. A constant
vertical grid spacing of 200 m is used. The western boundary
of the model area is displaced to the west with respect to
that of the study area. The simulations were terminated at
t = 120 min. The wave radiating condition is applied to the
lateral boundaries to minimize the reflection of waves that
pass freely through the boundary. An upper boundary with a
Rayleigh sponge layer is used, while the lower boundary is a
free slip boundary.

The reference state is homogeneous in the horizontal
direction with constant values of temperature, humidity,
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Table 2. Mean convective precipitation per event (in mm) at rain-
gauge stations.

rain gauge stations Mean rain gauge stations Mean
convective convective

precipitation recipitation
per event per event

(mm) (mm)

Mionica 24.2 Grǔza 18.9
Koštuníci 26.8 Aďzine Livade 24.0
Pranjani 21.8 Kníc 20.4
Vukosavci 25.8 Ov̌car Banja 24.7
Natalinci 18.9 Čǎcak 21.2
Rǎca 17.3 Pǒzega 23.9
Ljig 23.2 Mojsinje 21.2
Štavice 26.6 Zakuta 20.8
DonjaŠatornja 21.5 Bumbarevo Brdo 18.7
Breždje 30.7 Godǎcica 21.9
Donje Jarǔsice 20.4 Arilje 25.5
Rudnik 25.0 Gǔca 23.9
Stragari 20.6 Kaona-Dragačevska 30.5
Ćumíc 21.9 Vrdila 20.9
Badnjevac 17.0 Kraljevo 23.6
Gornji Banjani 28.0 Vrba 21.6
Gornje Crnúce 21.7 Bjelǔsa 30.2
Pranjani 21.8 Katíci 30.1
Divčibare 31.8 Ivanjica 27.6
Gornji Milanovac 21.9 Osonica 30.3
Topola 18.2 Kamenica 23.0
Bare 19.4 Gǒc 29.4
Kragujevac 18.6 Vitkovac 19.4
Gornja Dobrinja 25.4 Loboder 23.1
Gornja Gorevnica 21.8 Vrnjačka Banja 23.4
Gornja Trep̌ca 20.0 Brezovica 21.4
Vučkovica 19.0

pressure, wind velocity and wind direction. Convection was
initiated by using an ellipsoidal warm cap with a 10 km hori-
zontal axis and a 1.5 km vertical axis centered at the ground.
The temperature perturbation used is 3 K.

The convective storms were simulated with a model that
critically depends on the model initial conditions. Initial con-
ditions are usually given with a single sounding data. This
approach has many disadvantages because the used verti-
cal profiles are often totally unrepresentative in the bound-
ary layer by the time convection begins. Quantitative esti-
mates of the accumulated convective precipitation are there-
fore limited. For this reason, we have modified the temper-
ature and wind profiles in the boundary layer by using the
method explained býCurić and Janc (2011a). In our calcula-
tions the modified Belgrade midday routine soundings were
used.

For the purpose of this study, single-moment bulk micro-
physics parameterization scheme is used as in other sensi-
tivity studies of the similar type (Van den Heever and Cot-
ton, 2004; Cohen and McCaul, 2006). The model micro-
physics represents cloud water, rain and three classes of ice
(cloud ice, snow and hail). The microphysical equations and

parameterizations are based onĆurić and Janc (2011a). The
shapes of all hydrometeors were assumed to be spherical, ex-
cept for snow, which is in a hexagonal form with a maximum
diameter (Lin et al., 1983). Hail and snow are each repre-
sented by an exponential size spectrum. Cloud ice spectrum
is assumed to be monodispersed.

The advantage of the Khrgian-Mazin size distribution of
cloud drops for prediction of the accumulated convective
precipitation is demonstrated with́Curić and Janc (2011a).
For this reason, it is used in our simulations. The Khrgian-
Mazin size distribution describes both the cloud droplet and
raindrop spectra that are split by a diameter of 100 µm (also
called the unified Khrgian-Mazin size distribution). The uni-
fied Khrgian-Mazin size distribution may be written (Pru-
pacher and Klett, 1997;́Curić et al., 1998) as follows:

N(D) =
AD2

4
exp

(
−

BD

2

)
(1)

where

A = 1.452
ρ Q

ρW R6
M

; B =
3

RM

. (2)

In the above expression,Q is the total liquid water mixing
ratio;RM is the drop radius, which is used as a parameter and
takes arbitrary values;ρW is the liquid water density;ρ is the
cloud air density; andD is the drop diameter. In our model
scheme we assumed thatRM = 50 µm in agreement with the
results ofĆurić and Janc (2011a).

4 Comparison with observations

The objective of this section is to describe the general charac-
teristics of convective precipitation that produce flash floods
in the study area and to determine whether the model version
used reproduce successfully the observed areal accumulated
convective precipitation values (hereafter called AACP) for
selected events over a 15-year period.

Hereafter we consider the convective precipitation from
the individual convective storms occurring at a scale that is
too small to be resolved by conventional observations. Be-
sides data from the rain gauge network (Fig. 1), the available
data from the operational “Hail Suppression Project” (Radi-
nović, 1989) were also used in our analysis. This project
uses rockets to inject seeding agent particles into hail clouds.
Rockets are fired from a very dense network of launching
sites (mean distance between sites is 5 km). Voluntary ob-
servers report the days when convective precipitation from
Cumulonimbus (Cb) clouds occurred at their launching sites.
The first radar echo of each analyzed convective storm was
observed by S band radar located near Užice (west from
area in Fig. 1). Unfortunately, only hail cells were mon-
itored by radar according to the methodology of hail sup-
pression. The convective storms whose observed duration
time was less than 2 h are treated. Hereafter, we analyzed
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Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of the mean convective precipitation (in
mm) at the surface for the study area in Fig. 1. Precipitation is
represented by isohyets with an icrement of 1 mm. The L1 and L2
represent the most frequent tracks of the splitted storms from the
NW direction.

the total convective precipitation. The selected convective
storms were all initiated within the model domain in agree-
ment with observations. The position of a warm bubble for
each convective event is determined by the first radar echo.
After initialization the convective storms pass through the
growth phase without significant precipitation. Our focus
is given to the convective precipitation from the split storms
whose tracks are always in the study area (Fig. 2). The model
used simulates the complete storm life cycle, but we compare
the model and observed convective precipitation in the study
area, which are mainly influenced by splitting. In compar-
isons we have made an effort to reproduce observed convec-
tive storms in real time.

The storm splitting cases are frequent over the treated
study area (23 cases from 27 in total). The total accumulated
precipitation production is highly dependent on the storm’s
propagation speed (Gilmore et al., 2004b). The AACP values
are greater for the split storm cases than for the others. The
spatial pattern of the split storm cases has a V-shape form
(Ćurić and Janc, 2011a). This is due to the cloud splitting
of the cyclonic (to the right) and anticyclonic (to the left)
storms. For the non-split cases, the AACP field is in the form
of a large continuous area.

Figure 2 demonstrates the spatial pattern of the mean con-
vective precipitation in the study area. Two L1 and L2 di-
rections are especially analysed because they are coincided
with the tracks of right- and left-moving storms, respectively.
As noted, the L1 direction (coincide roughly with the West

Fig. 3. Mean convective precipitation (ACP, in mm) along the L1
and L2 tracks.

Morava river valley axes) is characterized by the alternate
change of maxima and minima of the convective precipita-
tion with the prevailing decrease trend from the northwest to
the southeast as is shown in Fig. 3. This in agreement with
the periodic precipitation characteristics of the right-moving
cyclonic storm affected with the frequent front-side cell re-
generation in presence of the valley (Ćurić, 1982;Ćurić et
al., 2003). The L2 track (north of the L1 one) is character-
ized by the non-periodic behavior of the convective precipita-
tion with only one local minimum. It follows the left-moving
anticyclonic storm which is generally unfavored within the
existing environmental condition. This substantial different
precipitation pattern may also be atributed to the less fre-
quent front-cell regeneration outside the valley (Ćurić et al.,
2003).

The reconstruction of AACP fields based on the punctual
information is obtained by using data from the rain gauge
networks and the launching sites. Isohyets are drawn by us-
ing the kriging as well as data about precipitation occurrence
from the launching sites. Such a method is limited by the un-
certain determination of the area that is encircled by an iso-
hyet due to the spot-like rain gauge networks and the lack of
the precipitation amounts from the launching sites. The first
radar echo of convective storms is observed after 10:00 LT
(local time).

We now analyze the AACP value for each convective pre-
cipitation event. Simultaneously, the model simulations are
performed with the actual modified soundings. We then
compare the sample of model AACP values with the ob-
served values for the treated study area by using a statistical
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Fig. 4. Scatter diagram of model areal accumulated convective pre-
cipitation (AACPM) values (109 `) vs. their observed counterparts
(AACPO) for the treated study area. The solid line is the 1:1 corre-
spondence between model and observed values. The linear regres-
sion is presented with the dash line and the equation at upper part of
the figure. Sample size (n), correlation coefficient (r) and bias are
also shown.

analysis. Figure 4 represents the scatter diagram with the
AACP model values versus their observed counterparts for
the study area. The regression line (dash line) is also pre-
sented. The correlation coefficient between the observations
and the model values isr = 0.80, while the bias is +0.09.

The cumulative relative frequency diagram (Fig. 5) shows
the capabilities of our model to match the observed values
of the AACP. It is evident that the model overestimates the
observed values which are greater than 26× 109 `. This is in
agreement with the nature of the Khrgian-Mazin size distri-
bution that generates large amounts of smaller and medium-
range raindrops (́Curić and Janc, 2011a). The general sample
statistics for the observed and model AACP are presented in
Table 3.

However, the good correlation between model and ob-
served AACP datasets do not give us the information on
how the model is able to simulate reliable spatial distribu-
tion of the accumulated convective precipitation. We se-
lected two sites near the L1 track (Ovčar Banja and Kral-
jevo) and one site near the L2 track (Bumbarevo Brdo) – see
Fig. 1. Figure 6 represents the scatter diagrams with the ac-
cumulated convective precipitation simulated by the model
(ACPM) versus their observed counterparts for these rain
gauge stations. As noted, the best linear correlation is found
for Bumbarevo Brdo (r = 0.74). The correlation coefficients
are lower than for the AACP values. Quantitative estimates

Table 3. General sample statistics for areal accumulated con-
vective precipitation at the surface (>5 mm) expressed in 109 `

after t = 120 min for the observed (AACPO) and model values
(AACPM).

Sample AACPO AACPM
characteristics (× 109 `) (× 109 `)

Sample size 27 27
Mean 30.59 30.68
Geometric mean 28.58 29.97
Median 29.8 31.8
Variance 118.18 44.17
Std. dev. 10.87 6.64
Minimum 11.8 18.1
Maximum 49.7 43.3
Range 37.9 25.2
Lower quartile 21.4 26.0
Upper quartile 38.8 34.2
Quartile range 17.4 8.2
Skewness 0.09 0.04
Kurtosis −1.06 −0.60

Fig. 5. Diagram of relative cumulative frequency (%) for data
shown in Fig. 4.

of the accumulated convective precipitation at the point are
limited by deficiencies in the microphysical scheme and by
limitations in the cloud-resolving model to simulate precisely
the small-scale convective processes that are highly variable
in space and time. The given results show the model capabil-
ity to simulate the reliable spatial distribution of convective
precipitation. Other general model limitations are: punctual
information derived from the rain gauge data; a rainstorm ini-
tialization time and space is not fully coherent with the corre-
sponding modified sounding; different propagation speeds of
model and observed cloud; bulk microphysics scheme used
etc. However, the cloud-resolving model with the carefully
adjusted microphysical parameters within the bulk micro-
physical scheme may become a powerful tool for prediction
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Fig. 6. Scatter diagrams of model accumulated convective precipitation, ACPM (mm), vs their observed counterparts, ACPO (mm), for rain
gauge stations(a) Ovčar Banja,(b) Kraljevo and(c) Bumbarevo Brdo.

of the AACP values in the complex terrain case, where radar
data are not available (or strongly limited in the case of a
storm splitting). In the scope of this discussion this is impor-
tant to emphasize that the better agreement between model
and observed precipitation characteristics is found in flat land
area (́Curić and Janc, 2011a). This is due entirely to signif-
icant uncertainty of the quantitative precipitation estimates
in complex terrain, low density of the rain gauge network as
well as the model reference state which is not fully consistent
with real case, especially in complex terrain. A correct simu-
lation of the convective precipitation in time and space would
contribute to improvements in hydrological analysis and pre-
dictions. In addition, the model has the capability to predict
convective precipitation in the areas where neither radar data
nor rain gauge data are available.

5 Conclusions

This study compares the areal accumulated convective pre-
cipitation from observations and its model values during a
15-year period in the study area with more frequent splitting
cases. The main objective of this research is to demonstrate
the capability of the cloud-resolving mesoscale model to
match the observed Areal Accumulated Convective Precip-
itation (AACPO) values. We compared the observed dataset
of 27 areal accumulated convective precipitation events to the
model counterparts of the same precipitation events for study
area by using a statistical analysis. The model microphysi-
cal scheme employed the unified Khrgian-Mazin gamma size
distribution with a cloud drop radius of 50 µm.

The most striking conclusion from the present study is that
the model and observed AACP values are well correlated
(correlation coefficient of 0.80). This result demonstrates the
capability of the model to reproduce successfully the accu-
mulated convective precipitation affected by splitting process

in a complex terrain. The complex spatial precipitation pat-
tern is influenced with the type and distribution of the cells
from which right- and left-moving storms are built. The cu-
mulative relative frequency diagram is also presented to show
how the model data match the observed counterparts. As
noted, the model AACP values are somewhat overestimated
over 26× 109 `. This may be attributed to the characteris-
tics of the Khrgian-Mazin size distribution that generates a
significantly higher concentration of small and medium-size
raindrops. An additional analysis of the accumulated con-
vective precipitation at the selected rain gauge stations shows
that the model is able to simulate the reliable spatial distribu-
tions of the accumulated precipitation.

The results of this study suggest that the cloud-resolving
mesoscale model is a valuable tool with which we can ex-
amine the convective precipitation, both in reproducing ex-
isting observed values and in making predictions. We must
emphasize that the disagreement between the observed and
the model convective precipitation characteristics should not
be always attributed to the uncertainty in the model micro-
physics. The input data from a single sounding are often un-
representative, especially in areas far away from the sound-
ing site. On the other hand, the radar data are often unavail-
able or they are worse estimation of the convective precipita-
tion intensity, while the rain gauge networks may be coarse
or totally absent. In light of these unfavorable occasions, the
model can give reasonable estimation of AACP. Thanks to
the rapid development of computational resources, the use
of the cloud-resolving mesoscale models for operational pur-
poses will soon be possible. In such a way, these models may
become major contributors to improvements in hydrological
analysis and predictions.
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